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1. Introduction 
 

Turbulent wind flow over hilly terrains has been 

extensively investigated in the scientific literature in order 

to define wind turbine siting (e.g., Porté-Agel et al. 2020), 

estimate wind loading on structures (e.g. Safaei Pirooz and 

Flay 2017), and predict atmospheric dispersion of particles 

transported by wind (e.g., Sun et al. 2012). In particular, 

turbulent wind flow over two-dimensional hill profiles is 
often adopted as a benchmark because of the non-trivial 

flow phenomena they induce despite their geometric 

simplicity (see e.g., et al. 2002, Bitsuamlak et al. 2004, 

2006). On the upwind side, the incoming wind flow 

decelerates then accelerates along the hill upwind slope up 

to the top. On the downwind side, the flow may involve 

separation of the boundary layer depending on the hill 

steepness and aerodynamic roughness (Finnigan 1988, Cao 

and Tamura 2006, 2007). Finally, the reattachment of the 

boundary layer can occur along the downwind slope or far 

downstream mainly depending on Reynolds number, 

aerodynamic roughness and turbulence intensity. 
The investigation of particles dispersion and deposition  
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over complex orographies gained attention in the scientific 

literature (e.g., Parker and Kinnersley 2004). Existing 

studies employ both experimental and computational 

approaches by referring to nominally two-dimensional hills 

in order to investigate several kinds of two-phase transport, 

such as wind-driven rain (Blocken et al. 2005), windblown 

snow (Comola et al. 2019), and atmospheric dust transport 

(Goossens 2006). Among two-phase flows, the modelling of 

windblown sand transport over complex orographies is also 

worth of interest given its hazardous effect on both building 

environment and human activities (such as transport 

infrastructures, industrial facilities, buildings, urban areas, 
farms, see Bruno et al. 2018) and ecological systems (such 

as coastal dunes and desert oasis, see Sherman and 

Nordstrom 1994, Ke et al. 2020), in sandy coastal and 

desert environments. On the one hand, coastal 

infrastructures are experiencing the increased frequency of 

windstorms induced by climate change, giving rise to sand 

transport events from sandy coasts to urbanized areas 

(Strypsteen et al. 2020). On the other hand, desert regions 

increasingly host human activities and built infrastructures 

given the increasing number of projects currently ongoing 

or planned across North Africa, Middle East, and Southeast 
Asia (Raffaele and Bruno 2019, 2020). 

Windblown sand transport occurs when the wind shear 

stress exerted by the wind on the sand surface is higher than 

the so-called threshold shear stress, mainly depending on 

the sand granulometry (Shao 2008). Transported sand grains  
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Abstract.  Turbulent wind flow over hilly terrains has been extensively investigated in the scientific literature and main 

findings have been included in technical standards. In particular, turbulent wind flow over nominally two-dimensional hills is 
often adopted as a benchmark to investigate wind turbine siting, estimate wind loading, and dispersion of particles transported 

by the wind, such as atmospheric pollutants, wind-driven rain, windblown snow. Windblown sand transport affects human-built 
structures and natural ecosystems in sandy desert and coastal regions, such as transport infrastructures and coastal sand dunes. 

Windblown sand transport taking place around any kind of obstacle is rarely in equilibrium conditions. As a result, the modelling 
of windblown sand transport over complex orographies is fundamental, even if seldomly investigated. In this study, the authors 

present a wind-sand tunnel test campaign carried out on a nominally two-dimensional sinusoidal hill. A first test is carried out on 
a flat sand fetch without any obstacle to assess sand transport in open field conditions. Then, a second test is carried out on the 

hill model to assess the sand flux overcoming the hill and the morphodynamic evolution of the sand sedimenting over its upwind 
slope. Finally, obtained results are condensed into a dimensionless parameter describing its sedimentation capability and 

compared with values resulting from other nominally two-dimensional obstacles from the literature.  
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follow a ballistic trajectory, eventually impacting on the 

sand bed and inducing new particles to detach from the 

surface. This phenomenon, known as saltation, develops 

close to the sand bed with a typical maximum saltation 

layer height of about 10-20 cm and it is the main mode of 

motion in terms of transported sand mass (Kok et al. 2012). 

Over flat sand bed and under uniform wind speed, sand 

transport progressively develops along the fetch distance 
eventually reaching equilibrium conditions, i.e., erosion and 

deposition are balanced (Andreotti et al. 2010). Conversely, 

sudden changes in the wind shear stress (induced by ground 

geometry, obstacles, or non-uniform wind conditions) result 

in non-equilibrium conditions, i.e., the amount of sand 

eroded/sedimented do not balance each other leading to the 

morphodynamic evolution of the sand bed (Preziosi et al. 

2015). As a result, the modelling of windblown sand 

transport over complex orographies is fundamental to 

predict both sand flux and morphodynamic evolution of the 

sand bed under non-equilibrium conditions. In particular, 
sinusoidal-like hill profile is of particular interest being one 

of the many shapes attained by aeolian landforms 

throughout the evolution towards fully developed sand 

dunes (Claudin et al. 2013), by earthworks acting as sand 

mitigation measures (Phillips 2011), and being a typical 

geometry adopted for benchmarking purposes. 

The modelling of windblown sand transport over 

complex orographies can be performed through physical 

experiments or computational simulations. Physical 

experiments usually translate into wind tunnel scale tests. 

Wind-sand tunnel testing allows to replicate in a controlled 

setup, and measure with high accuracy the spatial and 
temporal evolution of wind and sand state variables. 

However, wind-sand tunnel testing shows both replicability 

and measuring deficiencies. Replicability deficiencies are 

related to the inescapable similarity mismatching arising 

from the  impossibi l ity of  joint ly sat isfying al l 

multiphase/multiscale geometric and kinematic similarity 

requirements when scale models are tested (Raffaele et al. 

2021), and the difficulty in the reproduction of in -

equilibrium sand transport due to fetch effect (Dong et al. 

2004). Measuring deficiencies are related to the technical 

difficulty of measuring the wind shear stress with 
simultaneous sand transport and the sand flux close to the  

 

 

wind-sand interface. The computational simulation of 

windblown sand flow allows to overcome the above wind-

sand tunnel testing deficiencies. In particular, it is mainly 

carried out through the modelling of the wind flow through 

RANS or LES approaches, while the dispersed sand phase 

can be modeled through Lagrangian or Eulerian approaches 

(e.g., Lo Giudice et al. 2019). The computational simulation 

of windblown sand flow for engineering applications is 
primarily carried out through the resolution of RANS 

approach coupled with Eulerian or Lagrangian approaches 

for the solid phase (e.g., Tominaga et al. 2018, Lo Giudice 

and Preziosi 2020, Ma et al. 2021). However, 

computational simulations shall be carefully employed only 

after their validation on the basis of wind-sand tunnel 

measurements. 

Despite its importance, sand transport over complex 

orographies, such as shallow or steep hills, is only slightly 

investigated in the literature. To the authors’ best 

knowledge, the experimental studies of Farimani et al. 
(2011), Ferreira and Fino (2012), Simoëns et al. (2015), and 

the computational study of Huang et al. (2019) are the only 

remarkable exceptions. In particular, Farimani et al. (2011) 

and Ferreira and Fino (2012) investigate the 

morphodynamic evolution of a single and two consecutive 

two-dimensional erodible sinusoidal hills through wind-

sand tunnel testing, while Simoëns et al. (2015) and Huang 

et al. (2019) investigate sand particles concentration and 

velocity profiles around a single and two consecutive two-

dimensional non-erodible Gaussian hills through wind-sand 

tunnel testing and computational simulation. However, past 

studies (i) do not investigate the evolution over time of sand 
flux and simultaneous sand bed morphodynamics, and (ii) 

completely overlook dimensionless similarity parameters to 

reproduce sand erosion, transport and sedimentation around 

ground-mounted obstacles (see e.g., White 1996, Yu et al. 

2019, Raffaele et al. 2021). 

In the light of the above state of the art, the existing 

literature lacks of detailed measurements of windblown 

sand transport over hilly terrains enabling, on the one hand, 

the deep investigation of windblown sand flow features and, 

on the other hand, the calibration and validation of 

computational simulations through wind-sand tunnel 
measurements. The general goal of this study is to fill this  

 
Fig. 1 Plan view of the VKI L-1B wind tunnel (a) and wind tunnel test setup (Setup 0) to measure wind field (b) 
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gap of knowledge by critically analyzing a wind-sand 

tunnel test on a two-dimensional sinusoidal hill. In 

particular, the study is intended to (i) investigate the 

attainment of in-equilibrium conditions of incoming sand 

transport over flat sand fetch, (ii) investigate the variability 

in time and space of sand particle dispersion over the hill 
model, (iii) assess the time-varying morphodynamic 

evolution of the sedimented sand bed, and (iv) condense the 

results of engineering interest in terms of a dimensionless 

parameter synthesizing sedimentation capability. 

The paper is organized into three further sections. In 

Sect. 2, the layout of the wind-sand tunnel test is introduced 

by outlining the adopted facility, setup and measuring 

equipment. In Sect. 3, results are presented and discussed. 

Finally, conclusions and perspectives are outlined in Sect. 4. 

 

 
2. Layout of the wind-sand tunnel test 

 

In the following, the wind tunnel facility is introduced, 

the adopted setup is described and justified through 

similarity requirements for the multiphase and multiscale 

wind-sand flow, and finally the measuring equipment is 

detailed. 

 
2.1 Wind tunnel facility 

 

The wind tunnel test is carried out in the wind tunnel L- 

 

 

1B of von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics. The 

facility is a closed-circuit wind tunnel with a test section 

length of about 20 m, and a cross-section of height ℎ𝑤𝑡  = 2 

m and width 𝑤𝑤𝑡  = 3 m (see Fig. 1(a)). 

A typical open field low-roughness boundary layer for 

sand desert conditions is reproduced by placing a 

monoplane grid with a mesh size of 0.02×0.02 m at the inlet 

of the test section. A flat wooden slab of length c = 4.9 m, 

width e = 0.3 m, and thickness 1.8 cm with sand grains 

glued on its upper surface is set-up in the rectangular test 

section to characterize the clean wind flow avoiding 

interference from transported sand particles with the 

measuring equipment (see Fig. 1(b)). A ramp with gentle 

slope approximately equal to 3.1◦ is installed to smooth the 

transition between wind tunnel floor and the wooden board. 

In particular, the downwind edge of the wooden slab is 

located at the distance a = 8ℎ𝑤𝑡  from the inlet of the test 

section. Some initial exploratory tests with sand bed have 

been performed to ascertain the threshold velocity 𝑈𝑡 , 

defined as the minimum value of the wind speed at which 

quasi-steady sand transport occurs at position 𝑑3  (see Fig. 

1b). In particular, wind speed is gradually incremented until 

quasi-steady transport is detected, i.e., the wind shear 

velocity is equal to the threshold one (𝑢∗ = 𝑢∗𝑡), and the 

wind speed is acquired through a Pitot tube. During the 

wind tunnel test, the reference wind speed is set equal to U= 

 
Fig. 2 Wind-sand tunnel test setup over flat sand fetch (Setup A, a) and sinusoidal hill (Setup B, b), and corresponding 

schemes of the measuring cross-sections (c, d) 
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7.35 m/s ≈ 1.5Ut. With this setup (Setup 0, in the following), 

the wind speed profile u(z,t) is measured over the wooden 

slab at positions 𝑑2  = 3 m and 𝑑3  = 4.5 m. 

 
2.2 Wind-sand setup 
 

Two wind-sand setup have been tested. Setup A 

implements a uniform flat sand bed (Figs. 2(a), 2(c)) while 

Setup B results from Setup A by installing the sinusoidal hill 
model downwind the flat sand bed (Figs. 2(b), 2(d)). 

A flat sand bed of length c = 4.9 m, width b = 1.8 m, and 

thickness 1.8 cm is set-up in the wind tunnel test section 

replacing the wooden slab in Setup 0 (see Fig. 2(a)). The 

sand bed is confined by wooden slats and filleted to the 

wind tunnel floor through the upwind ramp in analogy with 

the setup proposed by Tominaga et al. (2018). Every test 

run started from the same initial condition, i.e., a perfectly 

flat uniform sand bed, and lasted ∆t = 300 s to ensure the 

reaching of a quasi-steady sand transport. During the test on 

Setup A, the sand particles velocity 𝑢𝑠(𝑧, 𝑡) and 

concentration 𝜑(z,t) profiles are measured at positions 𝑑1= 

1.5 m, 𝑑2  = 3 m, and 𝑑3  = 4.5 m (see Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)). 

In Setup B, the scale model of the hill is installed 

downwind the 4.9 meter long sand fetch. The model is 

made of wooden ribs over which a plexiglas sheet is applied 

in order to dampen the scatter resulting from the laser sheet 

adopted for optical measurements (see Fig. 2(b)). The hill 

elevation follows the sinusoidal profile 𝑧𝑏 =
ℎ

2
sin [

2𝜋

𝑙
(𝑥 −

𝑙

4
)] + ℎ/2 , being h =0.15 m the hill height and l = 1 m the 

hill length in the streamwise direction (see Fig. 2(d)). The 

width b of model corresponds to the width of the sand bed. 

The resulting model Aspect Ratio is then equal to AR = b/h 

= 12. Two end plates are placed next to the lateral free-ends 

of the model to reduce end-tip aerodynamic effects and 

confine the upwind sand fetch. The right-sided end plate is 

made of transparent plexiglas to allow optical 

measurements. Eight consecutive test runs of duration ∆t = 

300 s have been performed in order to simulate the 

progressive filling of the hill model: from the initial 
condition at t = 0 (i.e., uniform flat sand bed) to t = 2400s 

(i.e., maximum accumulation of sand around the hill). After 

each test run, the sand source is uniformly replenished when 

an eroded patch is identified over the upwind sand fetch to 

avoid unintended variations on the incoming sand flux due 

to the lack of sand source. It is worth stressing that sand bed 

was replenished only in the area between 1.5 and 5 m 

upwind the hill model so as not to alter the profile of 

sedimented sand in proximity of the hill model. During the 

test on Setup B, the sand particles velocity 𝑢𝑠(z,t) and 

concentration 𝜑(z,t) that overcome the top of the sinusoidal 

hill, as well as the evolution of the sand bed profile upwind 

the sinusoidal hill are measured (see Fig. 2(d)). 

The particle size distribution of the tested sand is 

obtained through microscopic imaging technique and is 

plotted in Fig. 3 through its cumulative distribution F(d). 

The mean grain diameter is equal to �̅�= 0.147 mm. The 

threshold shear velocity of the tested sand resulted equal to 

𝑢∗𝑡  = 0.245 m/s. Such a value agrees well with past wind 

tunnel measurements on sand samples of the same �̅�  

 

Fig. 3 Cumulative distribution of sand granulometry. 

 

 
(Raffaele et al. 2016). 

The wind-sand setup is designed by referring to typical 

in-field low roughness sandy desert/coast conditions. The 

following prototype features of wind flow and tested 

geometry are considered: (i) an open-field aerodynamic 

roughness 𝑧0  = 4e-3 m; (ii) a mean threshold shear velocity 

𝑢∗𝑡  = 0.245 m/s corresponding to the tested mean grain 

diameter �̅�= 0.147 mm; (iii) a wind shear velocity higher 

than the threshold and equal to 𝑢∗ = 1.5𝑢∗𝑡 ; (iv) a 

characteristic height of the sinusoidal hill equal to h = 1.5 

m. Concerning Setup A, the similarity of the saltation layer 

with respect to open field condition shall be ensured. In 
particular, this is pursued by: 

• assuring that the wind flow during saltation is fully 

rough, i.e., the friction Reynolds number satisfies the 

criterion Re∗ = 𝑢∗
3/2𝑔𝜈 > 30 (Anno 1984), being g and ν 

the acceleration of gravity and the air kinematic viscosity, 

respectively; 

• avoiding disturbance in streamwise pressure gradient 

by satisfying the Froude number criterion, i.e., Fr =
𝑈2/ℎ𝑤𝑡𝑔 < 20 (White 1996); 

• ensuring the similarity in motion of transported sand 

particles by matching the particle Shields number 

𝜌𝑢∗𝑡
2 /(𝜌𝑠 − 𝜌)𝑔�̅�  (e.g., Zhou et al. 2014) where 𝜌  and 

𝜌𝑠  are the air and sand particles densities respectively, 

expressing the ratio of cohesive force to gravity, and the 

ratio 𝑢∗/𝑢∗𝑡 of aerodynamic to cohesive force (e.g., Anno 
1984); 

• adopting a sufficiently long sand fetch to ease sand 

transport saturation and let the wind flow adjust to the sand 

aerodynamic roughness 𝑧0 over the fetch length (Kok et 

al. 2012). 

Concerning Setup B, the similarity of windblown sand 

transport and accumulation around the sinusoidal hill with 

respect to full scale prototype conditions shall be provided. 

This is taken into account by referring to the ratio of the 

saltation layer thickness to the model height 𝛿𝑠/ℎ, and the 

well-known setup dimensionless numbers �̅�/ℎ, Re, and Fr, 

governing the similarity of geometry, wind flow and 
particle trajectory. Furthermore, the wind tunnel setup shall 

always be designed by complying with acceptable values of 

the Blockage Ratio (BR) and Aspect Ratio (AR). 

Similarity requirements intended to reproduce 

windblown sand transport and sedimentation around  
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ground-mounted obstacles are seldomly all satisfied. 

Indeed, a perfect matching of similarity requirements 

remains impracticable in conventional wind tunnel facilities 

due to the multiphase flow and the multiscale features of the 

problem ranging from the sand grain to the obstacle 

characteristic lengths and to the wind field scales, as 
pointed out in Sherman (2020). However, setup 

dimensionless numbers are herein provided in order to shed 

some light on such limitations and draw some general 

remarks in a wind tunnel setup design perspective. The 

considered similarity parameters for both Setup A and Setup 

B are summarized in Table 1 through the generic model 

dimensionless number 𝜙𝑚  and the ratio between model 

and prototype dimensionless numbers 𝜙∗ = 𝜙𝑚/𝜙𝑝. On the 

one hand, 𝜙∗
 should be as close as possible to 1. On the 

other hand, low values of BR are recommended in general 

while high values of AR are preferable for nominally two-

dimensional geometries in order to limit and circumscribe 

end-tips aerodynamic effects. In the following, the main 

remarks are listed. 

• Windblown sand transport similarity in open-field 

conditions (Setup A) can be addressed in wind-sand tunnel 

tests. The most strict requirement is related to the height of 

the wind tunnel test section, affecting the wind tunnel 
Froude number. However, large wind tunnel facilities easily 

meet this criterion. 

• The geometric scaling of the hill model results in 

satisfactory values of BR and AR. However, geometric 

similarity is impracticable to be matched given the 

impossibility of scaling the sand grain diameter �̅� without 

altering interparticle forces and the threshold velocity, in 

turn (see e.g., Raffaele et al. 2016). 

• Re number is underestimated while Fr number is 

overestimated due to the impossibility of tuning freely the 

reference wind speed U. However, the value of Re number 

suggests that the flow is just in correspondence of the 

initiation of the supercritical regime for two-dimensional 

sinusoidal hills (see Ferreira et al. 1995). 

• The saltation layer thickness 𝛿𝑠 is mostly related to 

the sand grain diameter d and it is typically higher in the 

field than in wind-sand tunnel tests (Martin and Kok 2017). 

In particular, under prototype conditions 𝛿𝑠  ≈ 20 cm while 

in wind-sand tunnel tests 𝛿𝑠 ≈ 5 cm (Raffaele et al. 2022).  

 

 

The impossibility of scaling freely the saltation layer height 

in wind tunnels leads to a discrepancy of the ratio 𝛿𝑠/ℎ 

between model and prototype of the order of about 2.5. 

Overall, setup dimensionless parameters provided in 

Table 1 confirm that a perfect matching remains 
impracticable in conventional wind tunnel facilities. As a 

result, distortion between model and full-scale windblown 

sand state variables can be expected. According to the 

authors, the entity of such a distortion is mainly related to 

the ratio 𝛿𝑠/ℎ (Raffaele et al. 2021). In this study, model 

dimensions are set in order to meet similarity requirements, 

wherever possible. 

 

2.3 Measuring systems 
 
The adopted measuring systems are the same for every 

setups, i.e., Setup 0, Setup A and Setup B. The wind 

velocity field is measured via 2D Particle Image 

Velocimetry (PIV) technique adopting a smoke generator to 

seed the flow with oil particles ranging from 1e-3 mm to 

5e-3 mm. The sand particles velocity is measured via 2D 

Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) technique being the 

most reliable one for saltation (Creyssels et al. 2009). Sand 

particles are identified from PTV pictures through a particle 

detection algorithm based on intensity gradient. In 

particular, sand concentration is obtained by dividing the 

transported sand particles volume by the air control volume 

Vc through the following relation 𝜑 = 𝜋�̅�3𝑁/6𝑉𝑐, being N 

the number of particles for each Vc, in analogy to Zhang et 

al. (2010). Finally, the morphodynamic evolution of the 

wind-sand interface is assessed by detecting the profile of 

laser scattered by the sandy surface. Each measurement is 

taken along the test section centreline so that the influence 

of boundary layer developed on the lateral sides of the wind 

tunnel and end plates is minimized. 

The measuring section positioning differs both 

depending on the setup and depending on the adopted 

technique, i.e., PIV or PTV. In Setup 0 and Setup A, a 200 

mJ Nd:YAG laser source is located far downwind the sand 

fetch. This allowed to generate a wide laser sheet along the 

test section centreline and perpendicular to the floor 

reaching the measuring section in 𝑑1 . During PTV  

Table 1 Setup dimensionless parameters of wind-sand tunnel Setup A and Setup B 

Wind-sand tunnel  
setup 

Similarity requirement Expression 𝜙𝑚 𝜙∗ 

Setup A - flat sand fetch 

Friction Reynolds number 𝑢∗
3/2𝑔𝜈 > 30 172 1 

Wind tunnel Froude number 𝑈2/ℎ𝑤𝑡𝑔 < 20 2.8 - 

Shields number 𝜌𝑢∗𝑡
2 /(𝜌𝑠 − 𝜌)𝑔�̅� 4.5e-2 1 

Effective shear velocity 𝑢∗/𝑢∗𝑡 1.5 1 

Setup B – sinusoidal hill 

Blockage ratio 𝑏ℎ/𝑤𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑤𝑡 < 0.05 4.5e-2 - 

Aspect ratio 𝑏/ℎ 12 - 

Geometric similarity 𝑑̅/ℎ 9.8e-4 10 

Reynolds number ℎ𝑈/𝜈 7.4e+4 0.14 

Froude number 𝑈2/ℎ𝑔 36.7 20 

Saltation to model height ratio 𝛿𝑠/ℎ ~0.3 ~2.5 
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measurements, the thickness of the laser sheet resulted 

equal to 8.6 mm, 7.2 mm, 5.4 mm at positions 𝑑1  = 1.5 m, 

𝑑2  = 3 m, and 𝑑3  = 4.5 m from the upwind edge of the 

wooden slab, respectively. In Setup B, the same laser source 

is located on the ceiling of the testing chamber. During PTV 

measurements, a 7.5 mm thick laser sheet is generated 

along the test section centreline and perpendicular to the 

floor. In every setup, the laser source was pulsating at 10 Hz 
for PIV and 2 Hz for PTV. 

Two CMOS cameras with resolution 2360 × 1776 pixels 

are located outside the test section. Their Field of View 

(FoV) are sketched in Fig. 4. In particular, FoV-W stands 

for FoV devoted to capture wind field, while FoV-S stands 

for FoV devoted to measured sand-related variables. Over 

flat plane conditions, the wind velocity field is captured 

through a 50 mm objective ensuring an 18×14 cm2 FoV 

(FoV-W-P2 and FoV-W-P3, Fig. 4(a)) while the velocity 

and concentration fields of incoming sand particles are 

captured through a 35 mm objective ensuring a 55 × 40 cm2 

FoV (FoV-S-P1, FoV-S-P2 and FoV-S-P3, Fig. 4(a)). Over 
the hill model, the wind velocity field is captured through a 

40 mm objective ensuring a 40 × 30 cm2 FoV (FoV-W-H2 

and FoV-W-H3, Fig. 4(b)) while the morphodynamic  

 

 

evolution of the upwind sand bed (FoV-S-H1, Fig. 4(b)) as 

well as the velocity and concentration fields of passing sand 

particles are captured through a 35 mm objective ensuring a 

55 × 40 cm2 FoV (FoV-S-H3, Fig. 4(b)). 

 

 

3. Results 
 

In the following, the clean wind flow features are 

presented, then sand transport and sand bed 
morphodynamics are discussed by differentiating between 

incoming flow features and flow features around the 

sinusoidal hill. Finally, the sedimentation performance of 

the hill model is evaluated through a synthetic 

dimensionless metric. 

 

3.1 Wind flow characteristics: undisturbed flow and 
flow over the hill 

 

The undisturbed wind flow, i.e., not affected by the hill 

model, is characterized in Setup 0 at location 𝑑3, i.e., at 

15.5 m from the inlet of the test section. In particular, the 

profiles of the mean wind speed u(z) and turbulence  

 
Fig. 4 Location of Field of Views (FoVs) for wind and sand fields measurements: flat plane (a) and hill model (b) 

 

 
Fig. 5 Normalized incoming longitudinal mean velocity profile u (a), turbulence intensity profile 𝐼𝑢 (b) and normalized 

power spectral density of longitudinal turbulence fluctuations 𝑆𝑢𝑢 (c) 
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intensity 𝐼𝑢(z) are obtained and then compared with the 

profiles measured over the hill. The same measurements 

were carried out at location 𝑑2  showing good agreement. 

As a result, boundary layer is considered fully developed 

and the effect of the streamwise pressure gradient is deemed 

too small to affect boundary layer separation over the hill. 

The undisturbed wind flow characteristics at location 𝑑3  

are shown in Fig. 5. The mean wind speed profile 

normalized by the mean speed at the reference height h, U = 

7.35 m/s, is plotted in Fig. 5(a). The boundary layer 

thickness δ is approximately equal to the height of the hill 

model h. The aerodynamic roughness 𝑧0  as well as the 

wind shear velocity 𝑢∗ are determined by fitting the log-

law 𝑢(𝑧) = 𝑢∗/𝜅 ∙ ln((𝑧 − 𝑧𝑏)/𝑧0), being κ = 0.41 the von 

Kármán constant and zb the height of the wooden slab, 

resulting 𝑧0=9e-5 m and 𝑢∗  = 0.4 m/s. 

The flow roughness Reynolds number is equal to Re∗ =
𝑢∗𝑧0/𝜈 = 1.7, i.e., lower than the lower limit for fully 

rough flows Re∗  = 2.3 proposed by Snyder and Castr 

(2002). As a result, the clean undisturbed wind flow falls  

 

 

into the transitional regime, i.e., viscous effects are not 

completely negligible in the region above the roughness. 

The streamwise turbulence intensity profile is shown in Fig. 

5(b). In particular, turbulence intensity at the hilltop is very 

low and equal to 3.5%. In Fig. 5(c), the power spectral 

density 𝑆𝑢𝑢  of the longitudinal component of velocity 

fluctuations measured at the height z = 0.37 m and 

estimated under Taylor’s frozen-eddy hypothesis is shown 
in normalized units versus the dimensionless frequency. In 

particular, n = 1.6e+4 Hz is the Pitot sampling frequency 

and 𝐿𝑢= 0.18 m is the characteristic length scale of the 

longitudinal turbulence component. Measurements show the 

typical -2/3 slope in the inertial subrange predicted under 

Kolmogorov’s hypothesis and are in overall good 

agreement with the power spectral density expression 

proposed by von Kármán (von Kármán 1948), even if 

measurements show a slightly larger dissipation at high 

frequencies. 

The wind flow characteristics over the hill are shown in 

Fig. 6. The undisturbed flow profiles (𝑢𝑖, 𝐼𝑢,𝑖) are included  

 
Fig. 6 Normalized longitudinal mean velocity (a) and turbulence intensity (b) profiles over the sinusoidal hill, with 
respect to undisturbed flow 

 

 

Fig. 7 Convergence of the sand transport rate Q through the weighted residuals 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑠 for Setup A and Setup B (𝑡∗∈ [0,1.5e + 

4]) 
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for reference purposes. Despite the adopted precautions  

during wind tunnel testing, laser reflection prevented the 

correct assessment of the flow field approximately up to 2 

cm from the hill surface. As a result, wind tunnel 
measurements below 2 cm are missing. Fig. 6(a) compares 

the vertical profiles of mean velocity at six downstream 

locations over the hill model with the vertical profile of the 

incoming mean wind speed. The wind speed is normalized  

 

 

with respect to the reference wind speed U. The flow 

significantly accelerates at the hilltop, with respect to the 

incoming wind speed profile. On the downwind side of the 

hill, wind speed profiles largely deviate from the reference 
profile because of the reversed flow region induced by the 

hill slope. In particular, the maximum hill slope is equal to 

25◦, that is higher than the critical value 16◦ for boundary 

layer separation suggested by Finnigan (1988). Fig. 6(b) 

 
Fig. 8 Vertical profiles of sand concentration 𝜑 (a-c), longitudinal velocity 𝑢𝑠 (d-f), and resulting flux q (g-i) at locations 

𝑑1  (a, d, g), 𝑑2 (b, e, h), and 𝑑3  (c, f, i) 

 

 
Fig. 9 Morphodynamic evolution of the sand bed over the hill upwind slope (a), time-varying sand bed slope θ (b), and 

volume 𝑉𝑠 (c) 
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shows the profiles of the streamwise turbulence intensity at 

the same locations together with the vertical profile of the 

undisturbed turbulence intensity. On the hilltop, velocity 

fluctuations close to the wall are lower with respect to  

 

 

undisturbed values. According to the authors, this is induced 

by the smooth surface of the hill surface compared to the 

rough sandy layer spread over the wooden slab. Conversely, 

velocity fluctuations on the downwind side increase due to  

 
Fig. 10 Vertical profiles of sand volume fraction 𝜑 (a-d), velocity 𝑢𝑠 (e-h), and flux q (i-l) at positions 𝑝1  (a,e,i), 

𝑝2 (b,f,j), 𝑝3 (c,g,k), and 𝑝
4
 (d,h,l) 
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the shear layer induced by boundary layer separation (e.g., 

Cao and Tamura 2006) highlighting that separation occurs 

very close to the wall. 
 

3.2 Sand transport characteristics and 
morphodynamics 

 

Preliminarily, the time convergence of sand transport rate is 

ascertained. The average incoming sand transport rate over 

the flat sand bed and passing sand transport rate over the 

hill model result equal to  �̅� =
1

𝑡
∫ ∫ 𝜌𝑠�̅�(𝑧, 𝜏)�̅�𝑠(𝑧, 𝜏)

+∞

0

𝑡

0
𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝜏, being t the testing time, ρs 

= 2650 kg/m3 the sand grains density, �̅� the average sand 

concentration in air, and �̅�𝑠  the average sand grains 

longitudinal speed. Convergence is checked by means of 

the weighted residual 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑠  of �̅�  for increasing 

dimensionless time 𝑡∗  = tU/h at all locations at which 
measurements are carried out. 

The weighted residual is defined for growing 𝑡∗  as 

𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑠(𝑡∗) = |�̅�(𝑡∗) − �̅�(𝑡∗ − Δ𝑡∗)|/�̅�(𝑡∗),  being Δ𝑡∗ the 

time interval between consecutive PTV acquisitions. 

Obtained results are plotted in Fig. 7 for Setup A (a) and 

Setup B (b) over 𝑡∗ ∈ [0,1.5e + 4]. When 𝑡∗ = 1.5e + 4, 

𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑠  ≈ 1e − 4 for each location in Setup A while 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑠  ≈ 1e 

− 3 for each location in Setup B. Such residuals are low 

enough for engineering applications. However, this 

highlights the longer time required to reach convergence in 

sand transport rate over the hill where the flux is not in 

equilibrium with respect to sand transport on flat plane 
conditions. It is worth stressing that, despite the discrepancy 

in residuals magnitude between Setup A and Setup B, the 

convergence rate is the same and it is equal to ∼ 1/𝑡∗, in 

agreement with Raffaele et al. (2021, 2022). 

Fig. 8 collects the vertical profiles of the sand 

concentration in air 𝜑(z), the longitudinal component of the 

sand grains velocity 𝑢𝑠(z), and the resulting flux q(z) in 

dimensionless units at locations 𝑑1  (a,d,g), 𝑑2  (b,e,h), and  

 

 

𝑑3  (c,f,i) of Setup A, through their mean value µ and 

standard deviation σ. 

It is worth highlighting that, due to non-uniformity in 

the laser reflections along the x-axis, the trend of 𝜑(z) was 

not fully resolved close to the wall. Both µ(𝜑) and σ(𝜑) 

increase with decreasing z. Sand concentration follows the 

well-known exponentially decreasing trend µ( 𝜑 (z)) = 

𝛾𝑒−𝑧/𝜆, being γ and λ fitting constants (Ho et al. 2011). 

Furthermore, µ(𝜑) varies along the x-axis by incrementing 

the value at the wall. 

The longitudinal component of sand grain velocity is 

directly assessed through PTV algorithm. Fig. 8(e,f) 

includes the longitudinal component of the average wind 

speed obtained at the same locations in Setup 0, for 

reference purpose. The vertical profile of µ(𝑢𝑠) can be 

divided into two layers (Valance et al. 2015). Within the 

near-wall layer (z/h < 0.2), 𝑢𝑠(z) linearly increases with z. 

Due to the high 𝜑(z), 𝑢𝑠(z) is mainly driven by the bounce 

of the sand grains at the sand surface. Indeed, 𝑢𝑠 is not nil 

at the wall. Conversely, for z/h > 0.2, 𝑢𝑠(z) follows a 

logarithmic-like increasing trend. The low values of 𝜑(z) 

do not significantly affect the wind flow and 𝑢𝑠, in turn. 

Accordingly, σ(𝑢𝑠) progressively increases with increasing 

z. 

The longitudinal sand flux directly results from 𝑞(𝑧) =
𝜌𝑠𝜑(𝑧)𝑢𝑠(𝑧). Close to the wall, missing values of q(z) due 

to the non-fully resolved profile of 𝜑(z) are extrapolated 

from the fitted exponentially decreasing functions of sand 

concentration (see grey dotted circles in Figs. 8(g)-8(i). 

Similarly to 𝜑, both µ(q) and σ(q) increase with decreasing 

z. The measured profiles evolve towards a typical 

monotonic decreasing exponential trend (Kok et al. 2012) 

and exhibit a growth of the value at the wall from 𝑑1  to 

𝑑3. 

During the test on Setup B, the sand eroded along the 

flat sand fetch progressively sediments upwind the hill 

model and over the hill upwind slope despite the presence  

 

Fig. 11 Streamwise variation of average sand bulk concentration Φ (a), transport rate Q (b) and saltation layer thickness 𝛿𝑠 
(c) 
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of a low-speed recirculation zone over the hill downwind 

side. This is the result of the lunch-pad effect induced by 

the hill upwind slope which allows the sand grains to 

completely overcome the low-speed zone in the wake of the 

hill model (see Fig. 10). It is worth stressing that wind flow 

features depicted in Fig. 6 are obtained without 

simultaneous sand transport. As a result, they definitely 

vary during saltation due to the absorption of wind 

momentum by sand particles. The near-wall absorption of 
wind momentum is perceived by the wind boundary layer 

flow as an increment of the aerodynamic roughness 

(Sherman and Farrell 2008). Since the aerodynamic 

roughness determines the properties of upstream turbulence, 

we can conjecture that the increment of upstream roughness 

reduces the size of the recirculation region because of the 

reduction in wind momentum and the increment in 

turbulence intensity (Essel et al. 2015). 

The morphodynamic evolution of the sand bed upwind 

the hill model is plotted in Fig. 9(a). The sand bed 

progressively increases in height over the whole 
investigated length and climbs over the hill upwind slope. 

Sand sedimentation is induced by the typical wind speed 

deceleration taking place over the upwind side of hill-

shaped obstacles. Windblown sand transport induces the 

formation of wind ripples along the wind-sand interface, as 

testified by the wavy profiles. It is worth stressing that 

ripples formation (including modifications of ripple length, 

height, and migration rates) is one of the key elements 

showcasing the reaching of equilibrium state in windblown 

sand transport (Sherman et al. 2019). Figs. 9(b), 9(c) shows 

the time-varying average slope θ of the wind-sand interface 

and the variation of the accumulated sand volume Δ𝑉𝑠 =
𝑉𝑠(𝑡∗) − 𝑉𝑠(𝑡∗ − Δ𝑡∗) per span unit, being Δ𝑡∗ = 1.47e+4, 

assessed within the FoV showed in Fig 9(a). In particular, θ 

progressively increases while Δ𝑉𝑠  progressively decreases  

 

 

for increasing 𝑡∗. The decreasing trend of Δ𝑉𝑠  denotes the 

progressive reaching in-equilibrium sand transport 

conditions over the hill profile. According to the authors, 

the discontinuous changes in Δ𝑉𝑠 are caused by the inborn 

variability of windblown sand processes (Sherman 2020), 

and to the fact that Δ𝑉𝑠 is evaluated just within FoV-S-H1 
(see Fig. 4). Conversely, the persistent increase of θ 

highlights that the wind-sand interface did not fully reach 

equilibrium conditions during the wind-sand tunnel test 

duration. 

Fig. 10 collects the vertical profiles of the sand 

concentration in air 𝜑(z), the longitudinal component of the 

sand grains velocity 𝑢𝑠(z), and the resulting flux q(z) over 

the sinusoidal hill at positions 𝑝1  (a,e,i), 𝑝2  (b,f,j), 𝑝3  

(c,g,k), and 𝑝4  (d,h,l) in dimensionless units and averaged 

over the duration of each test run, Δ𝑡∗= 1.47e + 4, on Setup 

B. In particular, measurements obtained during the first test 

run are plotted through their mean value and standard 

deviation in black while the others are plotted in grey colour 

through their mean value only. 

The general trends of 𝜑(z), 𝑢𝑠(z) and q(z) are not 

affected sensibly by 𝑡∗. The trend of mean value and 

standard deviation of 𝜑 and q are non-monotonic, 

exhibiting a peak within z/h ∈ [1,1.3]. The sand flux 

profiles mainly follow the trend of sand concentration ones 

given the slight variation of 𝑢𝑠 along z. In particular, the 

peak in mean value and standard deviation of 𝜑 and q 

progressively decreases when moving along the x-axis, i.e., 

sand particles progressively fall due to gravity following a 

ballistic trajectory. Furthermore, the profiles 𝜑 and q 

progressively modify along the x-axis switching from 

narrow spread to widespread distributions. According to the 
authors, this reflects the progressive spreading of sand 

particles induced by the  inborn randomness of 

sedimentation velocity (Raffaele et al. 2020) and turbulent 

 
Fig. 12 Variation over time of sand bulk concentration Φ (a,b), transport rate Q (c,d) and saltation layer thickness 𝛿𝑠 (e,f) 
through their mean values and coefficients of variation 
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diffusion. Conversely, the general trend of µ(𝑢𝑠) is slightly 

increasing with increasing z, while σ( 𝑢𝑠 ) is slightly 

decreasing. Figs. 10(e), 10(f), 10(g), 10(h) includes the 

longitudinal component of the mean wind speed obtained at 

the same locations without simultaneous sand transport, for 

reference purpose. For low values of z, µ(𝑢𝑠 ) linearly 

increases with z and roughly follows the trend of u(z). Here, 

σ(𝑢𝑠) is larger mainly because of the low cardinality of 

particles transported at this height. For larger values of z, 

𝑢𝑠 (z) deviates from u(z) reaching a vertical upper 

asymptote. According to the authors, the slight variation of 

𝑢𝑠 along z is justified by the values of 𝜑(z), that is low 

enough not to affect the wind velocity field and the sand 

particle speed, in turn. Indeed, peaks in µ(𝜑) over the hill 

model are more than one order of magnitude lower than the 

maximum concentration values attained on flat plane 
conditions (see Fig. 8 for comparison). It is worth noticing 

that sand particles very slightly speed up from 𝑝1 to 𝑝4  

while the wind speed progressively decreases. This reflects 

that sand transport is affected by particles inertia. For a 

given height, the magnitude of 𝜑 and q varies with 𝑡∗ 

while the magnitude of 𝑢𝑠  is roughly constant, especially 

far from the wall. Conversely, small variations in 𝑢𝑠 can be 

observed where z/h < 1. In general, 𝑢𝑠(z) slightly decreases 

for increasing 𝑡∗. According to the authors, sand particle 

speed variations are induced by the progressive 

sedimentation of sand over the hill upwind slope, affecting 

particles trajectory, in turn. It is worth pointing out that 

variability in windblown sand transport over the hill is 

higher than variability measured over the flat sand bed. This 

is the result of the perturbation to in-equilibrium windblown 

sand transport induced by the obstacle and the concurrent 

sedimentation occurring over the hill upwind slope. 

In the following, the streamwise and temporal variation 

of sand transport is analyzed by referring to bulk metrics 
summarizing key features of the vertical profiles showed in  

 

 

Fig. 8 and 10. In particular, we defined the bulk 

concentration Φ = ∫ 𝜑(𝑧)
+∞

0
𝑑𝑧 , transport rate 𝑄 =

∫ 𝑞(𝑧)
+∞

0
 𝑑𝑧, and thickness of saltation layer 𝛿𝑠 = 𝑧𝑠 − 𝑧𝑏, 

being 𝑧𝑠  the saltation layer height at which ∫ 𝑞
𝑧𝑠

𝑧𝑏
 𝑑𝑧/

∫ 𝑞
+∞

𝑧𝑏
 𝑑𝑧 = 0.95  and 𝑧𝑏  the ground height. Fig. 11 

collects the streamwise variation of the bulk metrics 

averaged within the first test run, i.e., 𝑡∗∈ [0,1.47e + 4], 

in dimensionless units. 

The bulk concentration gradually increases over the flat 

sand fetch indicating the progressive reaching of in-

equilibrium conditions in position 𝑑3  where µ(Φ)/h ≈ 

1.5e−5. Over the hill model, sand concentration suddenly 

decreases to roughly constant values around µ(Φ)/h ≈ 

0.3e−5. Similarly, the trend of sand transport rate over the 

flat sand fetch denotes the reaching of in-equilibrium 

conditions corresponding to µ(Q)/ρUh ≈ 4.5e−6. Sand flux 
is then halved over the hill model due to sand sedimentation 

over the hill upwind foot. However, fluctuations in Q are 

larger than the ones in Φ because of the contribution of 𝑢𝑠. 

The saltation layer thickness increases and then gradually 

decreases over the sand bed, resulting equal to about 

𝜇(𝛿𝑠) ≈ 0.3ℎ under in-equilibrium conditions at position 

𝑑3 . Then, it suddenly increases over the hill profile 

approaching 𝜇(𝛿𝑠) ≈ 1.5ℎ due to the launching pad effect 

induced by the hill model. Overall, plots in Fig. 11 confirm 
the reaching of in equilibrium conditions over the flat sand 

fetch, and a sudden modification in sand transport features 

triggered by the hill profile. In particular, while the bulk 

concentration and sand transport rate are constants over the 

hill profile, the saltation layer height varies along the x-axis 

due to the opposed effects of falling trajectory of sand 

particles and lowering of 𝑧𝑏. 

Fig. 12 collects the variation over time of the same bulk 

variables averaged among positions 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , 𝑝3 , and 𝑝4 , 

 
Fig. 13 Comparison between sedimentation coefficients of tested sinusoidal hill, Straight Vertical Wall (SVW, from 

Hotta and Horikawa 1991), and Shield for Sand (S4S, from Raffaele et al. 2021) 
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distinguishing between mean values (a,c,e) and coefficients 

of variation (b,d,f). Measurements in position 𝑑3  are 

included for reference purposes. 

The trend of the computed statistics of Φ and Q is 
qualitatively similar: mean values globally increase while 

coefficients of variation globally decrease for increasing 𝑡∗, 

even if nonmonotonically. Their trends denote the 

progressive reaching of sand transport features under in-

equilibrium conditions for high 𝑡∗ . Quantitatively, µ(Φ) 

values over the hill model remain by far lower than in 

position 𝑑3  due to the lack of erodible sand source while 

µ(Q) over the hill model is closer to undisturbed conditions 

due to the speed-up of wind speed and sand particles, in 
turn. Conversely, coefficients of variation of Φ and Q are 

similar in magnitude. Finally, saltation layer thickness 

statistics are roughly constant over time despite the 

variation observed for Φ and Q. This means that the 

progressive sand accumulation taking place over the hill 

upwind slope does not sensibly affect saltation hop heights. 

 

3.3 Sedimentation coefficient 
 

The capability of the sinusoidal hill model to induce 

sedimentation is herein expressed by referring to incoming 

undisturbed transport rate on flat sand bed conditions and 
passing transport rate over the hill model. In particular, 

sedimentation capability is evaluated in average terms 

through the dimensionless sedimentation coefficient defined 

as: 

𝐶𝑠(𝑡∗) =
𝑄𝑖(𝑡∗) − 𝑄𝑝(𝑡∗)

𝑄𝑖(𝑡∗)
 (1) 

being 𝑄𝑖 and 𝑄𝑝 the incoming and passing sand transport 

rates, respectively. It is worth highlighting that 𝐶𝑠 ∈ [0,1], 

and high and constant values of 𝐶𝑠  result in higher 

sedimented sand volumes 𝑉𝑠 around the tested obstacle. In 

the case of human-built or natural obstacles, high and 

constant 𝐶𝑠  is generally preferred for sand mitigation 

measures or coastal dunes beneficial for coastal protection, 

while low 𝐶𝑠  is preferred for obstacles on which 

sedimentation effect is detrimental, i.e., civil structures and 

infrastructures (see e.g., Raffaele and Bruno 2019, 2020). 

Fig. 13 shows the trend of 𝐶𝑠 obtained from the tested 

sinusoidal hill together with other 𝐶𝑠  values from the 

literature. In particular, it includes values obtained from 

wind-sand tunnel tests carried out on a basic Straight 

Vertical Wall (SVW, from Hotta and Horikawa 1991) and 

on the Shield for Sand (S4S, from Raffaele et al. 2021) sand 

mitigation design solution. 𝐶𝑠  is plotted versus the 

normalized sedimented volume 𝑉𝑠/ℎ2, being h the height of 

the generic tested model. The discrete mean values of 𝐶𝑠  

are fitted through least squares method by monotonic 

decreasing curves to extrapolate the global trend of 𝐶𝑠. In 

general, 𝐶𝑠 shows a decreasing trend, i.e., the larger the 

sedimented sand volume, the lower the amount of sand 

trapped by the generic obstacle, the larger the amount of 

transported sand overcoming it. However, different 

obstacles result in different trends (linear or parabolic) and 

in different values of sedimentation capability (𝐶𝑠) and 

normalized capacity (𝑉𝑠/ℎ2). The trend of 𝐶𝑠 is the steepest 

in the case of the sinusoidal hill: it suddenly decreases after 

a short plateau within 𝑉𝑠/ℎ2 ∈ [0,0.15]. It is worth noting 

that the plateau corresponds to the nearly constant value of 

Δ𝑉𝑠  for low 𝑡∗  (see Fig. 9(c)). Indeed, 𝑄𝑠  and Δ𝑉𝑠  are 

bonded by the relation Δ𝑄𝑠 ∝ Δ𝑉𝑠𝜌𝑠/𝑡 . The authors 
conjecture that the plateau is due to the temporary 

persistence of a low-speed zone over the upwind foot of the 

hill and the subsequent change of the wind flow pattern due 

to the evolving morphodynamics. The sinusoidal hill has 

the lowest sedimentation capability and capacity among the 

analyzed obstacle geometries. Even when 𝑉𝑠  is nil, about 

55% of sand carried by wind overcomes the obstacle while 

SVW and S4S geometries imply about 50% and 10% of 

passing sand transport, respectively. Furthermore, the 

maximum normalized capacity of the sinusoidal hill results 

equal to about 0.35, while SVW and S4S exhibit much 
larger values respectively equal to about 3 and 4. In other 

words, for a given obstacle height the sinusoidal hill 

geometry implies the lowest amount of sedimented sand 

among the analyzed ones. According to the authors, the low 

capability of the sinusoidal hill to induce sedimentation is 

the result of its different aerodynamic features with respect 

to the other tested bluff bodies. In particular, SVW and S4S 

induce a large upwind recirculation region because of the 

separation they induce at the upper free edge, while the 

sinusoidal hill only induces upwind wind speed lowering. 

 
 
4. Conclusions 

 
In the present study, the wind flow, sand transport and 

morphodynamic evolution of the sand bed over a nominally 

two-dimensional sinusoidal hill are experimentally 

characterized through wind-sand tunnel testing. The 

reaching of equilibrium transport conditions over the sand 

fetch is ascertained by assessing the variation of sand 

concentration, flux and thickness of saltation layer. A 

sinusoidal hill model is tested by investigating the wind-

sand flow around it, namely the evolution over time and 

space of the sand bed elevation profile and the vertical 

profiles of sand concentration, velocity and flux. The 

incoming and outgoing sand transport rates are condensed 

into the dimensionless sedimentation coefficient 
synthesizing the sedimentation capability of the tested 

model. The sedimentation coefficient is then compared with 

other values obtained from different wind-sand tunnel tests 

in the literature suggesting poor sedimentation capability 

for the tested obstacle. 

The understanding of windblown sand transport over a 

nominally two-dimensional sinusoidal hill is beneficial in 

order to shed some light over the non-equilibrium wind-

sand flow features taking place over complex geometries, 

such as sand dunes and sand mitigation design solutions. 

The same measurements are well-suited to validate 
computational simulations of sand transport and 

morphodynamic evolution around ground-mounted 

obstacles given the lack of similar studies in the literature. It 

is worth stressing that measured state variables are expected 

to be affected by both undisturbed wind flow 

characteristics, i.e., incoming average wind speed and 
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turbulence fluctuations, and sand characteristics, i.e., sand 

grains diameter, given the impossibility of matching all 

similarity criteria of the multiphase/multiscale windblown 

sand flow. 

In the light of the comments above, the following 
research perspectives arise. First, we would like to promote 

further experimental studies investigating windblown sand 

transport features and sedimentation pattern for different 

setup dimensionless numbers characterizing the 

multiphase/multiscale windblown sand flow. Secondly, in 

the case of hill-shaped sand mitigation solutions or coastal 

dunes, it is worth investigating how to improve their 

sedimentation capability. Thirdly, we would like to 

encourage the implementation of computational 

simulations, properly validated on the present wind-sand 

tunnel measurements, to investigate the effect, if any, of 
similarity mismatching on the full-scale behavior of the 

same tested geometry. The hybrid physical-computational 

modelling can be beneficial for a wide range of studies 

related to windblown sand transport, ranging from 

performance assessment of full-scale sand mitigation 

measures (Raffaele et al. 2022) to the protection and 

restoration of coastal sand dunes (Martínez et al. 2013). 
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